HVO GOVERNMENT – VITEZ
Date: 15 April 1993 at 22:00 hours

CONCLUSIONS
of the extraordinary session.

The session examined the latest ORDER issued by Operations Zone “Central Bosnia” in the respect to the operation /scheduled/ for 16 April 1993 in VITEZ municipality.

The Government reached the following conclusions:

1. All officials of VITEZ MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT are ordered to conduct preparations during the night of 15-16 each in their respective field /of work/, in the spirit of the said order.

2. VITEZ HVO Government requests the OPERATIONS ZONE CENTRAL BOSNIA to issue the said order in writing.

3. Despite the fact that all representatives of the GOVERNMENT agree to implement their tasks pursuant to CONCLUSION No. 1, it was unanimously concluded that according to assessment of political situation the said ORDER, regardless of the final outcome, will bring about catastrophic consequences for Vitez municipality. It is a unanimous position of the GOVERNMENT that at this moment it would have been better to apply other methods (blockades, ultimatums, sabotage, activating international organisations) in the meantime one could perform the otherwise necessary actions in relation to civilian population, securing the products and machinery in the military factories etc.

4. The GOVERNMENT proposes that the deadline for implementation of the said ORDER be postponed in accordance with CONCLUSION No. 3.

The meeting was attended by:
Željko TOPALOVIĆ, Franjo ALILOVIĆ, Stipo KRIŽANAC, Blaž KESIĆ, Vlado ALILOVIĆ, Marijan SKOPLJAK, Pero SKOPLJAK, Josip MARIĆ, Marko KNEZOVIC, Ivan ŠANTIĆ, Bruno BUZUK and Dragan RADOŠ
/handwritten: Nikola K??????IĆ, Vlado D????IĆ

HVO VITEZ PRESIDENT
Ivan ŠANTIĆ, eng.

We should call someone who is ours about this such as PRALJAK
- to have a deadline for evacuation =

The staff /illegible/ complete and gathered, UNPF. at Kruščica
1. The decision /illegible/ without preparations =
2. to do what has been said
- evacuation is No. 1 problem,
- Sabotage groups, NORAs and Zabrede

MAR?O /Marko or Mario/